Driving from Birmingham:
- Take I-20 W/I-59 S to Tuscaloosa
- From I-20/59 take exit 73 for US-82/McFarland Blvd
- Follow signs for Tuscaloosa/Downtown/Bryce Partlow/Univ of Ala/Columbus and merge onto McFarland Blvd E/US-82 W
- Take a right on AL-215/Univ Blvd exit toward The University of Alabama
- Turn right at Campus Dr E to Riverside Cir (third entrance to right)
- Take first ramp to top of parking deck for $5 guest parking (credit cards are not accepted)

Driving from Montgomery:
- Take US-82 W to Tuscaloosa
- Take the AL-215/Univ Blvd exit toward The University of Alabama
- Turn right at AL-215 S/University Blvd E
- Turn right at Campus Dr E to Riverside Cir (third entrance to right)
- Take first ramp to top of parking deck for $5 guest parking (credit cards are not accepted)

Walking from ten Hoor Parking Deck: From the top floor of ten Hoor Parking Deck where you are allowed to park as a guest, walk down the steps on the opposite side from where you entered. Take the path to the right of ten Hoor Hall (walking up hill), cross Stadium Drive, and continue walking on the path to the left of Bidgood Hall around to the front of the building. Enter through the main doors which face the University’s main quad. Proceed to the right, and you will find to your immediate right 149 Bidgood Hall; a suite of offices labeled “Center for Business and Economic Research.” (See back for close-up of walking path)
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